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Abstract
The learner's motivation to learn a foreign language is considerably emphasized in
successful language teaching. Language learners are either integratively or instrumentally
motivated , yet in both types of motivation, learners are directed by the desire to learn a
language as well as a satisfaction in the learning process. Moreover , integratively motivated
learners are distinguished by the desire to be similar to certain valued members of the
community that speak the target language. This can be achieved by understanding the cultural
and ideological aspects of this community , i.e. , by developing a cross-cultural awareness of
the community that speak the target language.
The present study , investigating the linguistic and cultural needs of integratively
motivated learners , adopts a literary content-based instruction. The employment of this kind
of instruction supplies learners with the advantages of using content-based instruction
including , motivating language learning , meeting the learner's needs , and integrating the
learning of language skills to learning of a particular subject matter. At the same time,
learners are supplied with the thematic and linguistic advantages of a literary content
including , the availability of topics or themes for discussion , the illustration of how language
is used in context , the enrichment of the learner's vocabulary, the development of language
skills and importantly , the development of the learners' cross-cultural awareness of the target
language.
The study concludes that studying a number of English short stories according to a
content-based instruction can develop the learner's language skills and cross-cultural
awareness.

1. Motivation in Language Learning
The importance of motivation in language learning should be well emphasized by both
teachers and researchers. Davies and Pearse (2000:13) show that teachers must consider
motivation essential for successful language learning. Researchers as well must highlighten
the multi-dimentional influence of motivation on the learners of a foreign language. In this
sense , language learning is viewed as an emotional activity envolving countless variables
(Brown , 1987 : 116) . Nakanishi (2002:1) , asserts the same idea that motivation is a key
element in successful language learning and students who are not well motivated to learn a
new language will obviously not be able to do well in class.
Referring to the vital role that motivation plays in language learning , Ebata (2008 : 13) stresses the fact that motivation produces effective second language communicators by
planting in them the seeds of self-confidence, and it makes learners positive about their
learning process . It strengthens their will to acquire the target language and continuously
engage themselves in learning even after they complete their study. Liuoliene and Metiuniene
(2006:93) refer to the same point that motivation is an influential factor in any learner's
achievement , and it is often attributed with the capacity to override other factors , such as
language aptitude.
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Although motivation is a very wide concept , researchers try their best to provide
various definitions of the term. One of these definitions views motivation as a psychological
trait which leads people to achieve some useful goals (Johnson and Johuson , 1999:219) . The
motivation to learn a second language is seen itself as a goal which gets us to decide to learn
a new language , to engage in learning activities , to tolerate the inevitable frustrations and to
persevere in the face of impatience or bordom (McDonough , 2002 : 96) .
The study of the effect of motivation in second language learning was influenced by
the work of Canadian psychologist, R. C. Gardner and his associates (Liuoliene and
Metiuniene (2006:93) ; Brown (1987 : 116) ; Brown (2001:75) ; Cook (2001 :115)) .
According to Gardner (1985 : 10) motivation refers to the combination of effort and desire to
achieve the goal of learning a second language as well as favorable attitudes towards learning
it . More specifically, he views motivation in second language learning context as "referring
to the extent to which the individual works or strives to learn language because of a desire to
do so and satisfaction experienced in this activity."
1.1 Types of Motivation
There are two types of motivation in language learning ; ' integrative ' and
'instrumental motivation'. These terms are introduced by Robert Gardner and Wallace
Lambert (1972) . Cook (2001 : 114) reviewing Gardner and Lambert's, states that integrative
motivation reflects whether the student identifies himself with the target culture and people in
some sense , or he rejects them and that the more the student admires the target culture , reads
its literature , visits it on holidays , looks for opportunities to practice the language and so on ,
the more successful the student will be in second language learning. Instrumental motivation ,
on the other hand , refers to learning the language for ulterior motive unrelated to its use by
native speakers ; such as, to pass an examination , to get a certain kind of job , and the like
examples (Ibid) .
Similar explanation is provided by krashen (1988 :22) , who identifies
integrative motivation with the desire to be like a valued member of the community that speak
the second language . Krashen indicates also that the presence of integrative motivation
should encourage the learner to interact with speakers of the second language out of interest
and thereby obtain it. Instrumental motivation is viewed by krashen as the desire to achieve
proficiency in language for utilitarian or practical reasons. Thus , its presence , will encourage
performers to interact with second language speakers in order to a chive certain ends (Ibid) .
Motivation to learn a language is influenced by group related and context related
attitudes (Gardner , 1985 : 168) . Group-related reactions , for example result form
integrativeness which involves the individual's orientation to language learning, focusing on
communication with members of the other language group , a general interest in foreign
language groups , especially through their language and favorable attitudes toward the target
language group (Gardner , 2005:10) .
Integrativeness reflects an openness to other cultures in general , and the target
culture in particular . So one can say that individuals who acquire integrativeness do not focus
on their own ethno-linguistic community as part of their identity , rather they will be able to
take features of another language group as part of their own behavioural repertoire (Ibid.) .
The attitudinal foundation of integrative motivation makes it particularly important for
facilitating language learning . Integrative motivation leads to favorable attitudes toward the
other ethnic community , other groups in general , and the language learning context in
particular (Gardner and MacIntyer,1991:70) . They suggest also that it is reasonable to expect
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a continuing influence on language learning and use , in contrast to the instrumental
motivation which is tied to a specific goal to the extent that its influence would tend to be
maintained only till the achievement of certain ends (Ibid).
The above discussion presents obviously the influence of the learner's attitude on the
shape that language learning process may take . Lightbown and Spada(1999:56) say:
"depending on the learner's attitudes , learning can be either a source of enrichment or a
source of resentment." If the learner's only reason for learning a language is external pressure
, internal motivation will be minimal and this general attitude towards the learning process
negative . Thus , integrative motivation is seen by Parker and Riley (2005: 229) as more
important in second language learning than instrumental motivation .
1.2 Motivation and Orientation
Beside integrative and instrumental motivation, researchers refer to integrative and
instrumental orientation. This section attempts to show the difference between motivation and
orientation and how they are related to each other in second language learning .
Gardner and his colleagues focused on a hichotomy of orientation , not motivation .
Orientation means a context or purpose for learning wherease motivation is the intensity of
one's impetus to learn (Brown , 2001 : 75) . According to Gardner and MacIntyre (1991: 70)
,"there is a big difference between orientation and motivation" in learning French/English
vocabulary. They propose also orientation as the major element which identifies and
influences the learner's motivation to language learning and mention that language learners
motivation is influenced by two orientations : integrative and instrumental .
An integrative orientation is typical of someone who values the target language and
community and approaches language study with the intention of entering that community.
Such individual is thought to have an internal , more enduring motivation for language study .
Instrumentally oriented learners , on the other hand, are more likely to see language learning
enabling them to do other useful things , but having no special significance in itself . This
type of orientation will motivate learners if they see language learning as having beneficial
careers, i.e. , instrumentally oriented learners associate language learning with potential
pragmatic gains of second language proficiency , such as getting a better job or higher salary .
The learner's motivation to attain that goal could be either high-ranged or low (Gardner :
1985) .
Instrumentally motivated learners may be handicapped by the fact that the linguistic
responses of their learning are not rewarding to them. That is , the responses are not
particularly liked for their own sake , while integratively oriented students enjoy the
linguistic aspects of the foreign language because they have behavioral attributes for valued
members of another language group (Gardner , 1960 : 13) .
Although some studies put emphasis upon the idea that the more effective orientation
in Gardner's twin concepts of integrative and instrumental orientations is the integrative one
(Brown , 2001 : 97) , both integrative and instrumental orientations are affective in motivating
language learners. Later on , an accumulated research evidence indicates that both
orientations work equally well (Steinberg , 1991 : 177) .

2. Content – Based Instruction
The study suggests that integratively motivated language learners can make use of
content-based instruction(CBI) as an approach to language learning . Discussion of CBI
provides a description of this approach as well as the advantages that it offers to integratively
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motivated language learners. CBI refers to an approach to second language teaching in which
teaching is organized around the content or information that students will acquire , rather than
around a linguistic or other types of syllabus . Content , according to this approach, refers
most frequently to the substance or subject matter that learners aim to communicate through
(Richards and Rodgers , 2003 : 202) . Grabe and Stoller (1997:2) mention that CIB takes its
major support from krashen's research in language acquisition and his comprehensible input
hypotheses which provide an early rational support for the development of CBI in second
language learning. Krashen (1987:167) hypothesizes that teaching will be of use for
acquisition only if it is comprehensible . This refers to the fact that different subjects may be
of more use to different students at different levels .
A number of approaches to CBI have been developed in different language teaching
contexts , most of them suggest the integration of language and content (Williams , 2004 : 1) .
Integration principle is labled as one of the principles on which CBI is grounded . It indicates
that learner's will have more successful language learning when language is used as a means
of acquiring information rather than as an end in itself. Language taught could be used to
present any subject matter, and learners can acquire language as a by – product of learning
about real world (Richards and Rodgers , 2003 : 203-207) . According to this principle ,
language is addressed as a vehicle for learning content.
Similarly , Stoller and Grabe (1997:1) present that all approaches to CBI uniformly
view language as a medium for learning content enabiling the students to make use of the
multiple benefits of integrating language and content . These approaches represent various
contexts for instruction , different perspectives on the integration of content and language and
different assumptions about language content. Duenas (2004:75) supports this argument,
indicating that learning a second language occurs when both target language and some
meaningful contents are integrated in the classroom, which means language represents both
immediate object of study in itself and a medium for learning a particular subject matter.
Another principle is presented by Richards and Rodgers (2003:208) that language use
presents integrated skills . CBI views language as involving several skills together , students
are often involved in activities that link the skills because this is the way the skills are
generally involved in real world. Hence , students can read and take notes , listen and write a
summary or respond orally to things they have read or written .
Advocates of CBI have noticed the importance of implementation in applying this
type of instruction . Stoller (2002 : 3) , for example , draws the attention to the fact that
although CBI is founded on important principles , its real success depends on details of its
implementation. Thus , some issues should be considered with special care by syllabus
designers otherwise , they will constitute mere areas of useless difficulty to teachers and
learners as well.
First , the teacher has to teach content as well as language when learners do not have
any prior information of the main subject matter (Wiliams , 2004 : 1) . Thus, the teacher , who
is a language teaching specialist rather than an advanced lecturer, finds this task challenging .
This can be less complex by making teachers operate independently when courses offer a
strong language – oriented projection , and allow a high degree of flexibility in terms of
content selection (Duenas , 2004 :84).
A second point to consider is that teachers and course designers need to keep language
and content learning in balance. They should not overemphasize content nor underemphasize
language learning. Another problem of balance exists , it is related to the question whether
content learning or language learning do they evaluate. Both should be kept in mind , teachers
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need to evaluate both content and language because excluding the assessment of one area to
focus on the other does not serve the students at all (Stoller and Grabe , 1997 : 12) .
Finally , teachers should not lose the sight of content and language learning objectives
as well as the time specified to achieve these objectives. They should know when to move on
the next stage of curriculum , so that students maintain a level of excitement and engagement
in content and language learning (Ibid.).
2.1 The Advantages of CBI
CBI offers language learners , particularly integratively motivated learners, with the
following advantages. The first advantage that students can get from CBI results from the
integration of language and content . Since they leave the class with more content knowledge
and better language skills, as Stoller (2002 : 2) points out. Second , CBI allows great
flexibility and adaptability to built the curriculum and activity sequences . Teachers have
many opportunities to adjust the class to complement learners interests and needs (Grabe and
Stoller , 1997 : 13) . This enables the teacher to provide whatever matches with learner's
integrative orientation to language learning.
The third advantage is related to the fact that CBI is a learner centered instruction in
which techniques focus on an account for learner's needs , styles and goals (Brown , 2001 :
46). CBI is considered particularly useful for integratively motivated learners because it best
reflects the students' needs to learn a second language (Richards and Rodgers , 2003: 207).
The need-assessment should distinguish whether the learners' motivation is integrative or
instrumental . Consideration of motivation-type is specially important if the teacher
introduces a language content based on learners interests and attitudes towards the target
language .
The last advantage of CBI is that it develops and maintains learners intrinsic
motivation which refers to the desire to learn language 'for its own sake' because it is
somehow interesting as an object of study or because learners wish to interact with any
community speak the language they wants to learn (Johnson and Johnson , 1999:177) .The
learner's intrinsic motivation, as noticed by Brown (2001:46), is maintained because the
behavior stems from needs , wants , or desires , so the behavior itself is self rewarding . At the
same time , the teacher's focus on introducing relvent subject matter content makes the
learners more linguistically involved with meaning and purposes and less with verbs and
prepositions .
Furthermore , Stoller (2002:2) shows that CBI develops the learner's ability to apply
knowledge to real world problems and provides them with enhanced self – confidence and
motivation .
2.2 Theme-Based Instruction
Researchers have spacified different models of CBI ,such as immersion model ,
theme-based and sheltered models. These models are designed according to learner's level and
purpose of language learning. Brinton , Snow , and Wesche (1989) describe three different
organizing content based language teaching programs , as follows :
 Theme-based courses in which all or most language teaching is based on content derived
from other substantial areas of knowledge .
 Ajunct programs in which language teaching supports the learning of students in a
mainstream class.
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Sheltered programs in which a particular subject or discipline is taught in an English as
second language informed and sensitive manner to deliver significant subject learning and
language learning .
The study estimates the topic-based instruction as the most useful model for language
courses that address the needs of integratively motivated learners. This estimation can be
justified under the ground that theme-based model is a type of CBI in which selected topics or
themes provide the content from which teachers extract language learning activities (Snow ,
2002 : 306) . It constitutes probably the most popular and widely used prototype of CBI at all
levels of instruction (Duenas , 2004 : 75) .
What makes theme-based courses important for integratively motivated and oriented
learners is that they are autonomus and offer a strong language –oriented projection (Ibid : 84)
. Having positive attitudes towards language , integratively motivated learners need to receive
a language instruction that appreciates the value of content and language objectives equally .
This can be observed in theme-based courses in which curriculum is organized around
a subject matter area , at the same time students and teachers are fully aware that language
skills do not occupy a subordinate role. In other words , this model can serve the multiple
interests of students in a classroom by offering a focus on content while still adhering to
instructional needs of a language course (Brown 2001 : 236).

3. Needs Analysis
A variety of needs assessment or needs analysis procedures are conducted by teachers
in order to serve students better. Assessment of learner's needs is used as a tool that helps
instructors and program designers to discover learners interests and what they need to learn
(Green , 2008:1). Hutchinson and Waters (1993:53-54) define needs analysis as "the ability to
comprehend and / or produce the linguistic features of the target situation". At the same time
they indicate that this process develops teachers' awareness of what will be accepted as a
reasonable content in the language course (Ibid). So , needs analysis is viewed as a device to
the learner's necessities , needs , and lacks of language in order to develop courses that have a
reasonable content for exploitation in the classroom (Chinasa , 2007: 50) .
It is mentioned in the previous section that CBI reflects language learners needs .
Hence the selection and sequence of language items in CBI arise from learnerner's
communicative needs not from a predetermined syllabus (Freeman , 2000 : 138) .
Data collection related to the linguistic features that learners want to achieve can be
done by following different ways. In most cases they are described as either formal or
informal . Green (2008:2) indicates that needs analysis is either applied formally in a
program-wide measurement to determine language proficiency of an individual student of
English and appropriate placement within a program , or informally when the teacher can
develop more about a student's perceived needs , expectations and abilities. Whether formal
or informal , the most frequently used procedures for assessment of learners needs include:
questionnaires , interviews , observation , data collection , informal consultations with
learners and others (Hutchinson and Waters , 1993 : 58) . Teachers and program designers ,
however , do not agree with each other concerning the extent to which needs analysis process
should be general or specific. Some of them held that this process involves far more than
simply identifying the linguistic features of the target situation (Ibid).
Richards and Rodgers (1986:156) argue that developing learner's goal , objectives and
content in a language program may involve addressing general and specific needs. Needs
analysis sometimes focuses on general paratemeters of language programs like obtaining data
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about who the learners are , the present level of language proficiency , teachers and learner's
goals and expectations , and even constraints of time and budget .
Another type of needs analysis focuses on specific needs such as the kind of listening
comprehension training need for foreign students attending graduate seminars in biology .
Thus , teachers should distinguish between target needs which are understood as what learners
need to do in the target situation and learning needs understood as what learners need to do to
learn (Kavalianskiene and Uzpaliene , 2003 : 2) .
In a model of needs analysis process conducted in an English for specific purposes
program , Huchinson and Waters (1993: 59) suggest that a needs analysis framework should
identify the following :
- Why is the language needed?
- How will the language used ?
- What will the content area be ?
- Who will the learner use the language with ?
- Where will the language be used?
Needs analysis refers , among other things , to motivation . Ho (1998: 171-173) says
that "motivation and need analysis are closely related" . Needs analysis serves as a tool to
increase and maintain motivation among second language learners . Liuoliene and Metiuniene
(2006:96) maintain that considerable attention should be given to information regarding
students attitude held towards English and towards learning during the process of needs
analysis. Richards and Rodgers (2003:167) assert that individual's motivation for studying the
language can be measured by using a needs-assessment instrument in which students respond
to a statement, like "I want to study English because …."
1. I think it will someday be useful in getting a job.
2. It will help me better understand English speaking people and their way of life .
3. One needs a good knowledge of English to gain other peoples' respect.
The researcher suggests that identifying studen's motivation to learn a language should
decide whether the learner is integratively or instrumentally motivated . This can be done
simply by following the table provided by Wei (2007 : 11-12) in which he studied
motivational patterns and the number of integrative and instrumental factors in each
motivational item depending on a number of statistical procedures , as follows :
Motivational Item

Factors

Instrumental
I want be able to use it with English speaking people

Instrumental Integrative
.71
.42
.87
.30
.72
.13

It will be helpful for my future
I may need it to be admitted to a high school
I need it to fulfill the university foreign language
.58
.50
requirement
. Integrative .
I would like to travel to an English – speaking area
.44
.61
I am interested in English culture , history or literature .
.20
.62
I need it for study abroad
.24
.54
I can get pleasure from learning English
.18
.57
Table (1) Motivation items and Integrative/ Instrumental factors
After (Wei , 2007 : 11-12)
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According to the accurate statistical results that wei concluded, one can identify easily
the kind of motivation that directs the students' learning process : whether instrumental or
integrative . Sixty two factors responded to the motivational item , " I am interested in English
culture , history or literature" , were motivated integratively rather than instrumentally which
necessitates the concentration of this study on literary content-based instruction.

4. Literary Content – Based Instruction
Literary content is suggested by the researcher to provide learners with topics or
themes to be discussed not only because of the benefits of collaborating literature and CBI ,
but also because of the different characteristics of literary texts which makes them very useful
for integratively motivated language learners. Literature emphasizes the exploration of themes
more than other courses so the students can learn more about how to express their ideas
through language . The use of literary content in CBI can simultaneously increase students'
knowledge of a content area as well as enhance their critical thinking ability and their foreign
language fluency (Shange , 2006 :1)
Teaching language through literature has become the fashionable phenomenon when a
literary piece is not viewed as an end in itself , but as a meas of beginning a creative process
in the minds of the students (Turker , 1991 :300). Literature in a language classroom , as
Hussain (n.d: 113) employs , provides enough space for the learners to comment , justify , and
mirror themselves. This results in an interactive class that obviously improves the learner's
communicative proficiency. Therefore , it is claimed that though language can be taught by
quite a good number of methods , literature is one of the best tools of language teaching
(Ibid). The first benefit that literary content provides learner's with is providing instances of
language structures in use which can form the basis for instruction and language practice .
Another benefit is that literature can draw on all available styles , from the most elevated to
the most informal in order to gain its effects or give its representation of life. It distinguishes a
conversational style for a dialogue , informative style for narrative as well as poetic style
(Littlewood , 1999 : 178-179) . Moreover, Nasr (2001: 35) argues that when language
activities are drawn from and built around a specific literary text , their components become
thematically coherent in addition to their cohesion . " So , we no more" , Says Naser ," have a
series of sentences in an exercise with a variety of nonrelated mental frameworks." In this
respect , the literary text is used as a rich resource for a language lesson which would become
less boring and more challenging.
Nasr's argument directs the attention to other essential advantages of literary content in
the language classroom , namely motivating learners and providing variable contexts in which
language may be used . No one can ignore the fact that all elements of a literary text are
directed towards making it motivating and interesting . Hence, it is indicated by Mckay
(1999:193) that the extent that students enjoy reading literature may increase their motivation
to interact with a text.
Furthermore , the creation of an authentic situation for language is seen by Littlewood
(1999:179) as a major problem of language teaching in the classroom. A language classroom ,
especially one outside the community of native speakers , is isolated from the context of
events and situations which produce natural language. However , Littlewood comments that
in the case of literature language creats its own context. The events create a context of
situation for the language of their book and enable it to transcend the artificial classroom
situation .
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Literary content is seen as providing an important factor in understanding linguistic
messages in general , or the context of events (Short and Candlin , 1999 : 90). It allows the
students to know how language works in context . Besides, it shows how language should be
used, in what conditions and situations (Turker , 1991 : 304) .
Literature provides other important features that make it highly evaluated as a content
of CBI . These features are specially important to integratively motivated learners who have
the desire to learn language skills and at the same time maintain their positive attitudes
towards the community that speaks the language by developing their cross-cultural awareness
of this language . This can be presented in the following arguments.

5. Developing Learners Cross-Cultural Awareness
Studying English for purposes such as interest in English culture , history or literature
, understanding English speaking people and their way of life or getting pleasure from English
is directed by an integrative orientation . This refers to the learners' interest in meeting with
and understanding more about members of the other community when development of
learners cross-cultural awareness is essential .
Attaining linguistic proficiency is essential for learners , but it is not sufficient ,
second language learners need also to attain second language sociocultural knowledge in
order to become proficient and effective communicators (Hinkel, 2001:443). The term
"culture" in second language teaching includes different domains of people lives such as
literature , arts , the architecture and history of a particular community . It could also include
sociocultural norms , world –views , beliefs , assumptions and value systems . Awareness of
the target culture norms helps learners to make their choices about what to say and how to say
it (Ibid) .
Many researchers speak of literature as the best tool of language learning specially
when development of learners cultural awareness is required . Brumfit and Carter (1999:2728) , for example , claim that teaching culture is one of the reasons of including literary texts
in language teaching . It enables learners to understand the foreign culture more clearly . In
addition, this literature is known as one major aspect of culture which is described as more
easily accessible than any other cultural phenomena.
The role of literary texts in increasing learners cross-cultural awareness have also been
emphasized by Mckay (2001: 328-329) . He finds that a literary text frequently exemplifies
several dimensions of culture. It provides an ideal context for exploring cultural differences .
From this argument one can understand the extent to which literary texts are important to
integrative language learning .

6. Development of Language Skills
In addition to addressing learner's need to develop cross-cultural awareness , literature
addresses their need to develop the four language skills : listening , speaking , reading , and
writing. When teaching a literary text , the teacher focuses on students comprehension of the
meaning that the author tries to express . At the same time he focuses on expanding learners
thinking and language abilities . Students can learn the four skills because of the literary ,
cultural , higher order thinking and motivation (Hussain , N.D : 115).
In an account of how literature develops learners' language skills , Macky(2001: 319)
explains the way literature provides an ideal basis for integrating the four skills . First , he
views it as an ideal content for extensive reading activities because it encourages the students
to carefully examine a literary text and support their interpretation. This promotes the students
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close reading of texts, a skill which will benefit their reading of other material . Second ,
Macky asserts that when read aloud , literature offers an excellent context for developing
listening skills . Listening to literature read by professionals exposes learners to a variety of
dialects and voice qualities. Moreover , developing students speaking skills , particularly their
sociolinguistic and pragmatic knowledge is considered as the greatest benefit of using
literature in the language classroom. Finally , Mckay talks about the possibility of using
literature to develop the students' writing abilities by having them react in personal journals or
formal essays to the literary texts they read . This helps learners to express their personal
interpretation of the text and to learn how to support their opinions with relevant information
(Ibid : 326-328).

7. Text Selection
Teachers and curriculum designers should take in to consideration the characteristics
of the selected literary text. These characteristics were discussed by Turker (1991 : 304) who
insists that literature should be seen simultaneously as an ideal vehicle for explaining the uses
of language and introducing cultural assumptions . Turker presents that the use of literary
content in language teaching is very successful when the selected texts are not difficult on
either linguistic or conceptual level. Yet, it should not be forgotten , he adds , that many
grammatical , linguistic and literal difficulties distract the learner's attention and should be
challenged by any successful teacher or curriculum designer.
Mckay (1999 : 193) completely agrees with Turker's view , thinking that a text
which is extremely difficult on either linguistic or cultural level will have few benefits to the
learner's . Hence , Littlewood (1999 : 180) gives an important task to the teacher who should
be sure that his students are linguistically intellectually , and motivationally ready to study the
text before including it in a syllabus.
The benefits of literary texts in language teaching are manifested by any type
of literary works , but it is useful to include short stories which provide variable topics or
themes for discussion inside the classroom. A short story can be studied and analyzed in a
relatively short time span, which enables the teacher to cover a number of short stories within
the course. Moreover short stories motivate the learners in a special way because they do not
have to keep discussing the same text for a long time.
A short story supplies language learners with many skills and activities. Kasper
(2000 : 3) observes the students , enjoyment and interest in the topics introduced by a short
story. They are supposed to comprehend , speak , and write about these topics as they acquire
relevant vocabulary and identify important issues surrounding them.
Hussain (N.D. 115-116) finds that a short story can in many ways expand the
process of language learning ; such as providing learners with background information about
a particular text before reading it. This background information is mainly concerned with
socioeconomic and cultural issues related to the literary text. This makes short stories very
effective in teaching culture as well as the language of the people about whom the stories
were written. The short story introduces the sutents into the history of people , their present
life , their customs and traditions , and how they can understand and respect the cultural
differences between nations speaking different languages (Erkaya , 2005 : 44).
This study concentrates on Hilaire Belloc's "The Honest Man and the Devil" in
particular because it introduces learners into foreign cultural content which is very useful in
their comprehension of variable linguistic elements and structures. The first thing that attracts
the reader's attention is the context of this short story. Understanding the context is very
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useful for language learners showing them how linguistic structures are used in relation to
certain cultural references. The main context in " The Honest Man and the Devil" is an
ironical modernization of Dr. Faustus' myth. We have an honest man tempted to sell his soul
to the Devil. The author ridiculed his Honest Man lightly saying :
This extract can teach the learners of English certain cultural idiosyncrasies
concerning man in the modern age : the egocentric temper of modern man in relation to a
more civilized society that tempts him to violate his 'moral principles' and betray his 'love of
truth' the Devil can be nothing but the modern complexities that force man to wake up at three
o'clock in the morning and disturb his sound sleep. All these ideas are suggested by the author
in a simple and straightforward language that draws the reader's attention immediately to
make a direct contrast between the modern "Honest man and the Devil and the Elizabethan
copy of Dr. Faustus.
Marlowe's blank verse was a very grand language of reflecting an Elizabethan tragic
drama , very much different from the prosaic and ironical treatment of the modern age. This
modern cultural presentation is very much clear in the humorous conversations between the
Honest Man and the Devil . These conversations are very brief , opposite Marlowe's long
blank verse speeches , and somehow led in a style nearer child-like quarrels than suggesting
the serious matter of selling one's soul to the Devil. In one of these conversations , one reads :
The Honest Man – " I will do nothing of the kind"
The Devil – " Very well , " you shall go your way , but I warn you , if you will have nothing
to do with me , I will have nothing to do with you"
The Honest Man – " I ask for nothing better"
(Ibid)
Interaction inside the classroom can be developed if the teacher ventures to make his
students act the roles of the Honest Man and the Devil.
Another dimension that the teacher can speak about to his students in this story is the
typical routine relationship between the Honest Man and his secretary that leads them to use
very formal language structures, as in the following sentences :
" I fear , sir , that there must be some mistake about your correspondence".
" pleas read them carefully , and advise me as soon as possible".
These linguistic structures can be very useful for students teaching them the art of
letter-writing . The Honest Man's correspondence was written down and posted daily by his
secretary , so six letters were dictated in this short story into the phonograph. While he uses
the informal address , " My dear Alice" in letter number V written to his sister , the formal
"Dear Lady whernside" in letter I , " Dear Doctor Burton" in letter II , and "Dear Doctor
Mills" in letter III are dedicated to people in postitions either higher or equal to him .
The students can also practice the use of important grammatical structures such as the present
perfect tense used by the secretary , saying :
- " I have taken it down exactly".
- " I have therefore not signed then in your name".
- " and have kept them to show you upon your return".
The same tense is used by the Honest Man in letter IV as follows:
- " I have received your estimate for the new conservatory".
- " I have figured it out".
Students have also the chance to practice the use of " will" to refer to future events as it is
used by the Honest Man in the following places:
- " I will come to Whernside House next Thursday".
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-

" One thing I beg of you , which is that you will not ask me a number of private
questions."
- " I will not send the small sum which you asked me as a brother to give you."
The teacher should ask the students to find other instances in the story if available.
Students vocabulary could be enriched by providing them with a list of synonymous
of words or phrases used in the story as well as asking them , as suggested by Sachs (1994:
130) to find expressions in the story that have the same meaning as :
disadvantage , two pounds ten pence , writing down , calculation of the cost , I know
quite well , I care nothing for ….etc.
Finally , the teacher can use the short story to develop student's critical thinking by
appreciating the story itself. Erkaya (2005:45) mentions that of all the benefits of short stories
, "higher order thinking is the most exciting one". When the students can analyze what they
read , they start thinking critically. That is why Martin and Hill (2000: 14) suggest a number
of questions to be asked by the teacher after reading a story . These questions can be used to
stimulate the students critical thinking . Some questions can be asked to the students who deal
with "The Honest Man and the Devil", like :
- Do you find the story amusing , or not ? Why?
- How do you feel at the end of the story ?
- How would you change the plot?

Conclusion
The advantages that integratively motivated learners can achieve from the
collaboration of CBI and literary content are clearly observed by the researcher and the
following points are concluded:
1- It is important to include assessment of foreign language learner's motivation in need
assessment instruments or interviews which would necessarily decide whether the learner
is instrumentally or integratively motivated.
2- Integratively motivated learners can best learn a foreign language according to a literary
content-based instruction.
3- Short stories can represent an ideal sources of language learning content for integratively
motivated learners providing them with interesting activities that develop their language
skills , exemplify how language is used in context , illustrate different styles , motivate
learners and develop their cross-cultural awareness of the target language.
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